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Anna, Wooly Mates

Clare Campbell

Tamarin

Date

Aug-15

Aug-15

Aug-15

Aug-15

Review
I am very pleased with the stainless drink bottles I bought my boys in late 2014. I initially also bought the neoprene
holders too but the stitching where the handle meets the holder started to tear the neoprene so we stopped using
the holders. Part of this may have been design and part may have been very excited little boys! I suggest in future
versions that you make the strap wrap completely under the bottle rather than just join at the side. The paint on
ours has scratched a bit and one has a slight dent in the bottom but they have been through daily use for nearly a
year now (only hand washed). The other day I was impressed that the bottle that had been sitting in the sun all day
was warm/hot to touch but the water inside was still cold. After about 8 months the internal valve was looking
gross (slimy) so I recently bought new tops and lids. Summary: excellent water bottles that really keep your drink
cool. Valve in the top works very well but will need replacing after some months as it is impossible to clean
completely. Still I would definitely recommend to others.
After going through countless plastic fantastic drink bottles for my 3 and 2 yos, i finally bought 2 ecococoon
stainless bottles. The boys adored the designs and now they know whose is who. Yay. I especially loved the
stainless steel and no bpa parts. The nozzle has lasted (and is still going strong) through teething tots gnawing on
them. No plastic or rubber pieces have come off like some of the other styles. I love these bottles so much. And i
even finally got to purchase one for myself (in love with the dragonflies). I'm never going back to plastic bottles
again. ecococoon your designs and safety are A+. Thank-you ever so much.
I'm happy to provide a review. We love our ecococoon bottles! My husband was a sceptic at the start, mainly due
to the price, but now won't go anywhere without his bottle. He is mad about drinking cold water and this is the
only bottle that keeps his water cold enough and doesn't leak over his laptop bag. My daughters debated long and
hard over which design to get, but love their bottles. They go to school, stay by their bed at night and easily fit on
the car when we're on the go. Their water is always fresh. We also bought the smoothie cups and straws and
they're a hit too. The cups are perfect for outside - no chance of breaking, and the straw/spoons are perfect for
making sure no one takes someone else's smoothie. Shopping online was a dream - easy to use website and really
fast shipping!
Dealing with eco cocoon was easy and pleasant. When there was a mix up with Australia Post, my query was dealt
with efficiently and kindly. Products are of a very high standard - the drink bottles are fabulous! Would recommend
highly.
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Hayley

Jun-15

Kirrily

Jun-15

Review
Thanks so much for our bottles. The kids like having a drink bottle in bed and we were looking for a leak proof one.
We've had no leaks in bed with the added bonus of no straws which can get mouldy. Thanks heaps both the kids
love them.
We have been through soooo many water bottles with our two 2 small people (Age 2 and 4) and none have
compared to the kids ecococoon double insulated vacuum water bottle range … they are non spill (an essential!),
durable (they have been dropped a lot! and have never failed) and best of all they keep the water cool and because
they are double insulated they don’t sweat … which is essential in Darwin’s tropical climate. We now buy them for
pretty much every kid that we need a present for. The other advantage is that when the kids chew on the nozzle
(which they do!) it doesn’t damage the water delivery mechanism so they remain non spill and last longer than all
the other brands (including camelback where we were constantly spending money on new nozzles to maintain the
non-spill functionality).

Jessica

Jun-15

Recommendation certainly does mean a lot in the world of business and I must say I highly recommend your
products. I purchased two stainless steel water bottles, one for myself and one for my daughter and we love them!
Not a single leak from either which is a massive plus in my books! I also love that they don't make condensation on
the outside. I hate picking up a bottle or glass and having it drip in my lap as I drink ;). My daughter loves to drink
from hers and carries it around all day, she is under 2 :)

Rachael

Jun-15

We think the ecococoon water bottles are fantastic! We have bought them for family as gifts and passed on the site
to many friends.

Apr-15

I recently purchased a set of the coloured picnic cups, and am so delighted with them!! The colours are so vibrant,
and the cups themselves are a great size making them easy to pack in a picnic. They also feel very strong and
durable. The transaction itself was super quick and easy, and I received my order in 4 days despite being outside of
the Sydney metropolitan area. I found your site super easy to navigate, and the product information was very
descriptive and accurate. Thanks so much, I am a very happy customer and will definitely be coming back!!

Ursula Szafraniec
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Apr-15

I have purchased 4 of the ecococoon drink bottles both my kids have one for school. We live in Cairns in a very hot
climate so a cold drink does not last very long out in the heat but with the ecococoon drink bottle my girls go to
school with ice cold water and when they get home its pretty close to that in temp by the end of the day. I use one
for myself at work as I hate tepid water but with the ecococoon this is never a problem as my drink stays cold for
many hours. I have converted 2 of my friends to this product already and they love them too. You will never have
to buy another drink bottle again once you have used the ecococoon.

Apr-15

I recently purchased you Stainless steel drinking cups and they are amazing. I originally bought them to take
camping which they are awesome for by the way as they are hardy and I bought each member of my family a cup
with their own picture so everyone knows whose cup is whose. They are the prefect size and with the cuddler
makes it even easier to keep them all together and protected. I would highly recommend these cups as they are
great value for money and will last you for a long time.

Emma M

Apr-15

Thanks for your email , I would love for you to know that i do recommend your drink bottles to anyone that listens
as we have found that your products cant be matched and for a first time mum have found them invaluable for the
little one as they dont spill and are easy for them to use themselves. I have previously emailed the site asking for a
1 litre bottle as it would be easier for me to track my own water intake (if i do 3 then i know im on track) and the
only down side ive come across is when you drop them and they scare the life out of everyone but its metal so you
get that. My sister in law also uses them for her family and they love them as much as we do so from all of us we
give your products 150 out of 10😊😄😆

Victoria

Apr-15

I loved the stainless steel cups. I’m using one set at home for my kids who love to drop stuff on the ground but
they still come up good as new. The other set I use in my camper trailer so it reminds me of the camping trips we
had in my childhood.

Apr-15

To date, I am extremely satisfied with your products. They are fun & funky, and most importantly, functional! The
kids love the different pictures on the cups and it makes it easy when we have a house full of them to tell them
apart (we no longer end up with a million cops lying around at the end of the day!). The drink bottles are also a
great product. (I have bought these both off your website direct and Haggus and Stookles website. The water stays
cold for school and the cuddlers are bright and fit all sorts of drink bottles to stop condensation. I have bought both
the cups and the drink bottles as gifts and both were hits. Postage took a little longer than expected but I
appreciate that that is most likely out of your hands.

Kira Threon

Kira Threon

Carlie Yeoman
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Rana

Apr-15

Ellie Rentoul

Gina Travers

Review
Libby - we love our stainless cups, we bought the coloured ones and my husband won't stop putting them in the
dishwasher so the paint is starting to flake off but I understand they aren't for the dishwasher lol the website was
easy to navigate and postage was very fast thank you :)

Apr-15

Our whole family LOVES your stainless steel drink bottles - we have at least 7 of them! They keep the water cool,
them DON'T DRIP - truly!! The safety mechanism ensures they don't drip for years - only after 2+ years one of the
tops is dripping slightly as our toddler has been biting it and using it as a teether. I could not recommend your
stainless steel bottles more strongly to any potential customers. It's a GREAT product, fab designs, environmentally
friendly and fast and reliable delivery. We are huge fans and tell everyone about them!

Apr-15

I have used ecococoon bottles for 2.5 years. Previous to this I was changing my kids bottles every 6 months
because there was always something that was not right about the bottle. Either the mouthpiece was uncovered,
bottle would leak, water wouldn’t stay cold all day. Also another stainless bottle I tried was rounded at the bottom
and if the bottle was dropped (which was very common), it would dint at the bottom and then they would not
stand up any longer. The ecococoon bottle has lasted my kids 2.5yrs and the only time I think I will need to change
is to get the bigger size as the kids grow older and need more water during their day at school. I always
recommend them to friends and buy the bottles as gifts and I always get good feedback. Only 1 bad thing I can say
about the product is that there are not enough designs to choose from for the kids and not enough thermos
cuddler designs in the medium range as I discovered recently when buying for my niece. In summary, some
reasons why I love this product and why I have chosen to buy some for my husband and I: 1. The bottles don’t leak
with the mouthpiece or with the screw top. 2. I love the option of having the mouthpiece and the screw top. As my
kids went from 4yrs to 5yrs old they would screw off the mouthpiece and drink straight from the bottle. The
mouthpiece was great when they were younger but the screw top was a good way to continue using the bottle
further and not having the need to buy another bottle. 3. The thermo cuddler which comes with the screw top is
great to keep their hands from getting cold and keep the water cooler longer. Though I have never noticed any
evaporation on the outside of the bottle which prevents their school books from getting wet if they throw their
bottles inside their bag. 4. When the kids were getting home from school in February/March (i.e during the warmer
months), the temperature of the bottles were at room temp but when I poured the water over my hand the water
was still really cold. 5. The flat bottom of the bottle prevents it from falling over.
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Michelle Harding

Apr-15

Tina Webb

Apr-15

Jane W

Apr-15

Lorena

Feb-15

Rachael

Jan-15

Review
I have purchased drink bottles from you for my children from when they were aged 1, 2 and 3 years old. They are
now aged 3, 4 and 5 and we are still using ecococoon bottles and cups. I have tried various other brands but your
quality and the fact that they can take their bottles to bed without them leaking means that I am forever yours!
Thanks for a fantastic product with great designs and I appreciate that you have regular promotions through your
website.
The products from ecococoon are excellent. I have found the medium and large drinkers both excellent for my
boys (2 and 5) as well as for us as drink bottles. The tops are non spill and the stainless steel keeps water cool for a
long time. Many thanks for an excellent product. The replacement lid was easy to order and I look forward to this
arriving.
The cups I bought are awesome! So good for the kids as they r always dropping them. I've also had red wine in one
ha ha. I also purchased some drink bottles a while back, also love them. Great for keeping water cool all day for
school and daycare. I also have one and love it. Was very impressed with the customer service, got free bottle
coolers with our drink bottles.
This is the second year we have ordered them as they only last that long with my two as they are very rough with
them at school and look rather banged up by the end of the year. I think the insulated protective sleeve is a great
idea to help with the general wear and tear with scratches and dents. I think they are great bottles and would
recommended them to anyone as they keep my kids drinks icy cold all day.
Definitely impressed with the drink ware. The contents do stay chilled and there is NO condensation and that
doesn't usually happen in Nth Qld! Haven't had any leaks either.
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I have never been so excited about a drink bottle! My son has been drinking so much water and challenging the
bottle to see how cool the water can stay! He has only been back at school a few weeks but he actually has not only
been remembering to bring this bottle home (not leave it on his desk!) but it is also coming home empty!! This
never happened before as he wouldn't drink his water once it got hot! (I only put room temp water in but that is
fine now that it doesn't heat up at school). We also love the top - how you can drink out of it without twisting or
pulling open and still it doesn't leak!! Yet you still don't have to suck ridiculously hard to get any water- just sip
normally! This is amazing - and no more wet school bags because my son has forgotten to close the lid!! And I love
my starburst bottle! The photos don't do it any justice! The way the light reflects on it is just beautiful! I didn't want
to use my cuddler and hide it! But I put it on when out and about to protect it! The cups are awesome - love them
too!! Too hard to choose which one though! Your service was awesome - very helpful when I kept adding more to
the order and holding it back to all post together - even though I made it very confusing!!

Siobhan

Jan-15

Dani

Jan-15

Jen Holmesby

Jan-15

I have been telling everyone I know how amazing your drink bottles are! My kids are fussy little things and will not
drink water unless it is cold so getting them to drink at school was impossible until I bought your drink bottles. Now
they come home with empty bottles every day! Even after hours left in a boiling hot car the water stays cold! Love,
love, love this product!
So far I am very happy with my 2 ecococoon 500ml bottles. Water stays cold, my 3yr old took to the
cocooncap straight away and I use the cuddler when he goes to daycare for extra protection. I love that they are
easy to clean without a lot of fiddly pieces to take apart and put back together. I have been asked about them by
several people when out.
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Review
Kids drink bottles are expensive, so I spent a considerable amount of time deciding which product to purchase and
whether insulated drink bottles were worth the investment. I purchased the 600ml bottles for my five year old
twins and a 500ml bottle for my two and a half year old. The main reason for going with the ecococoon brand was
the leak proof spout which is designed well enough to withstand my youngest daughters attempts at using the
spout as a chew toy. You would be amazed at how many other brands of drink bottles I have thrown out due to the
plastic spouts being chewed, leaking or going mouldy. So far we have had no issues with the ecococoon. No leaking
thru school bags. No condensation. No mould or musky drink bottle smells. No dents in the stainless steel bottle,
even when it has been thrown at great speed from a highchair, although admittedly i ensure the cuddlers stay on at
all times. The cuddlers are also worth the investment- protects the drink bottle and the straps make them easier to
cart around as insulated bottles are heavier than standard drink bottles. The kids seem to drink more water at
school as it stays cold all day. The drink bottles stay cold even after being left in the car while I chauffeur the kids to
afternoon sports. My only criticism is the removable lids, which seem to rub against the drink bottle pockets on the
outside of the kids school bags, causing the lids to fall off onto the ground. Having said that,there is no reason the
drink bottles can't be stored inside the school bags as they don't leak!! Overall, this is a high quality product in a
wide range of colours and designs. Well worth the investment.

Renee

Veronika

Marilyn Mitchell

Jan-15

Jan-15

Jan-15

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. We bought the drink bottle mainly for my son to take to school.
Last year we would normally fill his old drink bottle half full and freeze, by the time he got to school condensation
was all through his bag and it used to drive us crazy because his books would be wet...Then this year we came
across the ecococoon bottles. Loved the size and the designs for the kids. He took it to school the first day and
found the bottle easy to use. We got home and tipped out the left over water and was surprised the water was still
cool. I love the bottles so much that i want to buy one for myself and my husband. The only thing i don't like about
the bottle is the lid, even though (surprisingly) my son has not yet lost the lid i am expecting for him too because it
comes off easily. Not that it matters at the end of the day anyway because the bottle won't leak but it would be
nice to have a more secure lid. I have actually noticed a few kids with the same bottle at school, i am sure they love
them as much as I do : )
Excellent experience with my order from ecococoon. Love my cups, they are a memory from childhood picnics but
much better quality. I bought a set for my sister for a surprise and she and her husband love them as well. They are
taking them on a road trip tomorrow. My water bottle is great too and keeps my water lovely and cold.
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Melissa Malone

Jan-15

Victor & Laura

Jan-15

Kristie Pratt

Jan-15

Review
My daughter is extremely fussy and will only drink cold water. I found her water bottle was coming home quite full
until I purchased your ecococoon drink bottle this year. Now her drink bottle is coming home empty! Love this
product and the drink cover is great too.
I came across your website when looking for web designs for my own company and actually ended up using
Kingfisher as a result (see vilaaustralia.com.au). We then purchased your products. We always purchased Sigg
bottles as we lived in Switzerland for many years. We needed to find a good replacement. I think your bottles are of
very high quality and our kids love them. We are also very happy with the customer service as we returned one
bottle for exchange of colour.
Your ecococoon drink bottles are seriously fantastic! I live in the remote Kimberley's of Western Australia. It is
always so hot here and I always have a water bottle with me. Which it only ever stays cold for the first hour if I'm
lucky. I was recommended the ecococoon by a friend and now I have cold water all day. I recommend them to
everyone now.

Jan-15

It's totally worth investing in one drink bottle for each member of the family (that actually keeps water cold) rather
than buying multiples throughout the year. I just threw away 9 inferior drink bottles! Very satisfying. Great for the
whole family - even our 18 month old loves her carrousel drink bottle!

Susie Beal

We are return customers, having bought bottles in the past. I adore the ecococoon bottles. We find that they keep
the water fridge cold for hours and simply adjust the tightness of the lid to regulate the flow rate to each of us (kids
and adults). I love that we don’t have to touch the mouthpiece with grotty fingers and the colours are just divine.
Easy to clean, easy to carry and ideal for taking out each day to activities. The cuddler covers are easy to wash and
protect the bottles (have dropped them accidentally on concrete with and without and no dent with the cuddler).
Customer service was friendly, efficient and helpful. I was having trouble ordering online and rang for assistance
and they were very patient in helping. Online ordering (once I understood the special offer link) was a breeze and
delivery quick and efficient. My order was so well packed that when Australia Post damaged the bag (tearing a large
hole in it), the contents were pristine. Would absolutely recommend them to everyone!
Kylie

Jan-15
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Jenny Forrest
Courtney Williams

Date

Jan-15
Jan-15

Sophie
Jan-15

Tara Canning

Alison Mantell

Jan-15

Jan-15

Review
I just want to tell you how much I love them. Our older daughter has had them for years for her boys aged 3 and 6.
After seeing how well they have lasted such things as being dropped and stood on-and still after 4yrs, be in such
good condition (a plastic water bottle would not have lasted). I decided to buy an ecococoon bottle for our
youngest grandson's second birthday. It is such a super gift. It has such great features for little people e.g. easy to
use mouth piece (no messing around with nozzles that need to be pushed up/down). Leak proof:) No condensation
and tough. To also have the option to buy a new mouth piece, just makes these bottles such good value for money.
I would definitely recommend them.
Thank you we love our ecococoon drink bottles. My daughter takes hers to school and loves having cold water all
day.
We love ecococoon! Each of us in the family were lucky enough to receive one last Christmas. We decided to grab a
couple more for the kids for school this year. I love that they retain the fluid's temperature for most of the day
without having lots of condensation on the outside! The flow from the mouthpiece is perfect and being non-leak is
so great with the kids. I've tried dozens of drink bottles that all are now collecting dust in the back of the cupboard.
ecococoon drink bottles are by far the best I have come across.
I purchased our ecococoon drink bottle for my 6 year old autistic son. He is very particular about his drink bottles
and it has to meet certain criteria. He is VERY happy with his drink bottle - it doesn't leak and he was amazed that
the water was still cold the next day after he left his drink bottle at school overnight. We are definitely satisfied
customers and it's one less thing for my son to stress about.
After trying several different brands, I was keen to get a drink bottle for my daughter that firstly, would not leak
everywhere and secondly, would not need to be replaced after a few months. I purchased my first ecococoon drink
bottle 12 months ago and was so impressed. Firstly, it did not leak or spill at all. Even without the cap, it does not
leak. Secondly, it keeps the water cool for hours on end. They are easy to clean and very hygienic. In my opinion,
they are the best drink bottle on the market!
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Danielle Gilchrist
Jan-15

Suzi van Dorenmalen

Robin Coleman

Koren

Tracey

Review

Date

Jan-15
Jan-15

Dec-14

Dec-14

Pat Knight

Aug-14

Tracey Huxtable

Aug-14

ecococcoon water bottles were worth every cent spent on them. They don't leak, they are super durable, and on a
stinking hot 35 degree day when left in the car all day, the water is still cold in the bottles! My husband agrees they
are the best water bottles he has seen. Kids love them their drinks stay cold the entire day! We also got mister 2 off
bottles all together by offering him an ecococcoon small water bottle he now uses that to sleep with chilled water!
I will be buying more as "back up" incase some are lost with schooling. Highly recommend to anyone!
Your product is fabulous quality, durable, well insulated, with a nozzle that is easy to drink from and does not leak if
maintained well. My kids love the choice of colours and designs too - they are proud of their drink bottles! They use
them every school day and I find the 600ml a good size for them so that they only have to refill once or twice
throughout the day. The sleeves with the strap is also a great idea to secure the bottles to their school bags and
protect from wear and tear. Easy to order and timely delivery. Your business is great to deal with.
Safe, practical alternative to plastic.
I ordered 2 large insulated bottles for my girls, for school. I needed something that was new in colour,
appealing and made my girls excited to drink from their water bottle as well as contain the coldness. They
are happy with their new bottles and also love the wet suit sleeve which is in rainbow colours to stop any
condensation. Will purchase again next year only because they will want another colour!
Thank you I am more than happy with my purchase of the large 600 ml drink bottle my daughter takes it
for school it's great she can have cold water all day with no condensation on the bottle to wet her bag
happy to recommend product to anyone thinking about purchasing this item,fast delivery also :)
We have found your products very good quality, the drink bottle and cuddler I recently purchased looks
good,is easy to use and the cuddler keeps the contents cold to the end. More than happy to recommend
cups and bottles to family and friends.
I purchased 3 of your drink bottles as I was desperate to find a drink bottle for my children that didn't leak.
I was so fed up with cleaning up water spills from bags, the back seat of the car, my handbag etc. I had
previously purchased your nest of cups for our camping and picnic gear and have been very happy with
them. I was complaining to a friend about leaking drink bottles and she mentioned that she had
ecococoon and that she has had them for her kids for years and they never leak. So I made the purchase
and she was right, they do not leak, they are lovely to drink from and I love the fact that you can get the
protectors for the bottles to prevent damage when kids drop them. The top is wide enough to fit ice cubes
in them to keep water cool too.
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Katherine Roff

Date
Aug-14

Sally R

Aug-14

Pauline Luks

Jul-14

Melissa Thomson

Jul-14

Maureen

Jul-14

Review
Big fans of the Ecococoon stainless steel cups - fun and funky colours with excellent durability!
I have purchased several Ecococoon drink bottles for my children and for myself. These are, by far the
best drink bottles I have ever used! I have replaced old plastic bottles with these as they are stainless
steel and BPA free and also DO NOT LEAK! That was one of my main problems with previous drink
bottles. These are leak free and amazing! My children love the bottles, not only because they come in
different colours and designs but they are comfortable to drink from, and the water stays cool in them. I’m
100% happy with all my purchases and haven’t had any problems with any of them. Would highly
recommend them.
I LOVE the ecococoon bottles. The best part is the leak proof feature. My boys, 3.5 and 1.5, take them to
bed and therefore don’t call out during the night for water = amazing.
We have been customers of ecococoon for a few years now and really love their designs and all their
products. Our bottles are always commented on when we are out and about. And they're particularly
appreciated in summer when the kids have cold water in their bottles all day long! One thing I have been
really impressed with over the years is that my feedback has been taken on board (such as how it would
be good to be able to buy just the coloured top as a replacement and not the entire lid). The cup sets are
a great gift idea too, something very different and very well-received. We are definitely repeat customers
and will no doubt be back again and again.
I have only purchased many of the small and large stainless steel water bottles for children. They are
fantastic – easy to keep clean and for children to use. No spillage. Also great that you are able to buy
spare parts if required which I have done on one occasion. Great colours and styles for little ones.
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Jul-14

I am absolutely thrilled with my purchase of the ecococoon bottles! Thank you for taking the time to
personally ask me. Water bottles are such a necessity when you have small children and it is very
difficult to find ones that don’t leak and keep drinks cold. I have a 2 year old boy and he always tips his
water bottles upside down or drops them or leaves them lying around. Usually in all the places you don’t
want to get wet like the carpet or on the couch. The ecococoon bottles never leak and keep the drinks
cool for hours. Charlie, my son, also loves his ecococoon bottles! I like the fact that they don’t condensate
so that if you throw them in a bag, nothing gets damp. The wetsuit material covers are also great as my
son enjoys carrying his around by the handle. This really helps so he doesn’t always have to use 2 hands
to cart it around. Also the designs are very cool. I have the blue camo and when it has been dirty I can
throw it in the wash which makes it so easy. The designs on the bottles are colourful and interesting to
children which makes an important thing like hydration a fun experience. I purchased several extra bottles
to put in my ‘present cupboard’ as I will definitely give them to friends with small children. I would highly
recommend your product to everyone of all ages but particularly parents will small children due to the
ease of use, no leakage, maintains a cool temperature for a long period of time & the look and feel is
modern and playful.

Jul-14

I have to say I absolutely love your products. My son uses his drink bottle for school and he is very happy
and loves it. My daughter also has one and absolutely loves it especially the unique designs on them.
The do exactly what they say they will do by keeping their drinks cold for long periods. There is no
disappointment in quality here. My recent purchase was the cups,which are fantastic I must say. We
have all different colours so we know who's is who's cup and the storage cuddly is a great way to ensue
that they don't get lost or marked. The lid I needed to replace because my son lost his at soccer training
which we later found but it is always us handy to have an extra one just in case. Thank you again, we are
more than happy to support your business and will continue to do so in the future. You sell quality
products that are well worth spending that little bit extra.

Hayley

Jul-14

I have been trying to find some fun cups for our toddlers and reduce our plastic exposure. I ordered a
number of different coloured cups and my children love them! My son will only drink out of the knight one
and sometimes the pirate cup with persuasion! Our girls love the mermaid and babushka! It is so much
better having 4 really good cups for the kids rather than tonnes of plastic. Your service was exceptional
too, fast and efficient!

Kelly Jones

Jul-14

I love my ecococoon! The website was easy to navigate and the ordering process was simple. My
package was delivered in a timely manner and I was extremely pleased with the quality of the product.

Customer

Amelia Rae

D Lott
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C McLean

Apr-14

Very happy with the ecococoon stainless steel bottles!! I was tired of my kids' preschool bags coming
home saturated and was also looking for a solution to water spilled all through the car, on the floor at
home or in bed when the kids took their water to bed with them. In addition, with my older 2 starting school
this year, I wanted an insulated bottle which would keep their water cold even with their school bag sitting
outdoors all day. I now no longer find water spilled everywhere, and I'm loving it!! And, we always have
super cool water no matter where we go and no matter where the bottle is left. We can go shopping
during the hotter months of summer and upon return to the car find lovely cold water in our bottles which
were left in the car. The kids love the designs on the bottles, and I've also now bought a large bottle each
for my husband & I so we all have a cool drink on a family outing. I'm looking forward to using the bottles
in winter to keep drinks warm. The only problem (very small) is that the drink spout covers are not
attached to the bottle. I have simply removed the lids and keep them at home in the kitchen as the kids
very quickly removed their lids and lost them around the house. Having said that, the drink bottle will not
spill without the lid (unless you tip it upside down and shake it very vigorously, and even then you'll only
get a couple of drops). An attached lid would be better. However, overall still v happy. I highly recommend
these bottles.

Kate

Apr-14

Finally - after lots of useless water bottles - the perfect one which I just keep replacing the kid for when it
gets worn out! No leaks and they mean it....which is refreshing. Love it!

Nic

Mar-14

Naomi

Mar-14

Lucy

Mar-14

Customer

I've tried all sorts of drink bottles and this one is by far the best. Easy to clean which makes it hygienic as
you can get a brush in. Water stays cool, and the drinking vessel is spill free. I also like how you can
completely cover the vessel with a lid rather than the bottles that flip up. will never try another bottle again!
I have just purchased the ecococoon bottles for both of my children as well as myself. We love the way
the bottles keep ice cold all day. We have tried many other water bottles and these bottles are superior in
so many ways: they are sturdy, they don't drip and they are capable of keeping the contents ice-cold. I
would highly recommend them.
I purchased these for myself and all the grandchildren. My daughter had one and I was so impressed with
how it did not leak and kept cold all day. I decided to get them for all the family. My 7 year old grandson is
so happy to have cold drinks at school now. There is a wide colour choice, the covers are an added bonus.

ecococoon Customer Reviews
Customer

Steve P

Date

Feb-14

Sambo

Feb-14

Lydele

Feb-14

Ainslie C

Feb-14

Gabby

Feb-14

Kylie

Feb-14

Sharron

Jan-14

Review
I have purchased two of these drink bottles for each of my children. I have two boys that are quite rough
with everything they own and they have given these bottles an absolute pounding. My eldest son has had
his bottle for 2 years now and it does look a little worse for wear (suggest you buy a neoprene cover with
the bottle to protect against scratches and dints), but it is still going strong and he loves it. These bottles
are extremely durable, are insulated so drinks stay cold and they do not leak. My children have had many
drink bottles over the years and these are by far the best.
Great for school, work and outings - you can leave the bottles in the car or in the sun at the beach and the
water stays cool. No taste whatsoever (unlike water stored in plastic). Very sturdy and easy to clean. The
lid is easy for kids to lose as it needs to be clicked into place, however the lid is not really necessary as
the valve does not leak no matter what you do to it. Having said that, you do not have to suck hard to even
very small children would have no problems drinking from this bottle.
I have tried so many drink bottles over the years to try and find the "perfect one"....and my search is over!
This is it! I bought two of the 600ml bottles - one for each of my kids. They are super tough, water stays
cold all day and best of all they don't leak! The kids and I love them! Fabulously quick service too! Can't
recommend them highly enough! A must have!!
I purchased two 600ml drink bottles for my two children. On a 40 degree day, where my daughters school
bag is kept outside, I filled her bottle with cold water and 6 ice cubes, 9 hours later I was unpacking her
school bag and her drink bottle still had the ice cubes in it!! What other drink bottle can do that??? I
cannot recommend these drink bottles enough, they are the BEST on the market!
I recently purchased 3 ecococoon stainless steel drink bottles for my 3 children as I as sick of having drink
bottles that leaked in school bags and my handbags. I can highly recommend that these drink bottles will
not leak!! My children and I just love them.
Love these drink bottles. My kids were not drinking their water at school as it went 'warm' since purchasing
these bottles I am amazed at how cool the liquid stays, the kids love them, seriously the best bottle I have
ever bought.
Great bottles, keep water cold and no leaks which I love. Even bought an extra for my elderly Mum who
hasn't been drinking enough water, she now carries it with her 'as it looks so nice' she told me.

ecococoon Customer Reviews
Customer

Date

Megan S

Jan-14

Julie

Jan-14

Kate C

Jan-14

Rochelle

Dec-13

Rachel

Dec-13

David

Dec-13

Jacqueline

Dec-13

Alison

Nov-13

Review
Hi. I bought 4 of your large drink bottles for my family for Christmas. They are a hit. The best drink bottles
we have ever used. I was sceptic about how well they would keep our water cold but everything that you
have advertised is correct. The other thing that we like is that my husband likes drinking from the open
bottle and the kids like the spout - everyone is happy. I am about to buy a smaller bottle for my daughter
for school and will get a cuddler for it. Again, great product. Thank you.
Finally I have found a water bottle that won't leak in my bag and that my toddler son can't turn upside and
pour all over his dinner. I purchased 2 Ecococoon 350ml water bottles for my 3 1/2 year old and 21 month
old. They are well-insulated (keeping the water cool in 30 degree heat today) and the water doesn't have
that tainted "plastic" taste I have found with other bottles.
Great bottles that don't leak! My just turned two year old doesn't want her bottle of milk as she goes off to
sleep anymore. Now she wants her water bottle. I am happy to leave it with her in the cot cause it just
doesn't leak. Great bottle for all 3 of my kids. Happy!!
I have just bought 4 of these bottles, 1 for each member of my family. It's great that my children's water
stays cold all day while they are at school. I love these bottles and would recommend them to anyone.
My children are 6yrs and 9yrs and we have tried and tested many water bottles on the market...the
ecococoon stainless steel bottles are truly the best we have ever had...both in functionality ie: they don't
leak EVER and also that they keep the drinks super cold as they have a neck wide enough to allow for ice
cubes! The outer lid is separate to the main part of the bottle, so there is potential for the lids to get lost,
however they are inexpensive and easy to replace without having to purchase a whole unit. My children
LOVE them...and so do I. We are massive fans!!
Great design, no leakage or spills! Terrific.
I recently purchased 4 of these bottles for each member of the family as I was sick and tired of leaky
bottles which make the inside of bags wet. The double walled insulation is excellent. It really does keep
cold water cold for hours, even in direct sunshine, and the anti-leak proof lids are fantastic. One of the big
things for me has been that we can now leave our water bottles in the car when we go out somewhere,
knowing that our water will still be cold and drinkable when we get back. Well done ecococoon! I will be
spreading the word for sure!
I found these drink bottles while trawling for something that was durable, good for the environment, and
didn't leak/drip. These are just the ticket! The kids also love the designs.

ecococoon Customer Reviews
Customer

Date

Nadine

Oct-13

Melissa Thomson

Oct-13

Mark

Oct-13

Kylie Stumkat

Oct-13

E Bonham

Sep-13

Nick

Sep-13

Review
I bought 2 of my kids an ecococoon bottle for school this year and they're fantastic. Easily will last them
another year I'm sure. Keeps the drinks cold, I don't end up with condensation all over their artwork etc
like I used to and better still, as both my kids are 'spout chewers' I contact EC direct to see if I could buy
replacements and it was too easy, saves me buying a whole new bottle. I've since bought one for myself
to keep in my handbag! I put a few ice cubes in it in the morning and it stays cool all day. So much easier
than buying water or using those other bottles.
We have been using these bottles for a few years now and loved the recent special offer of a free cuddler
with each bottle. Although not needed for extra insulation as the bottles keep drinks icy cold for half the
day, the cuddlers are brilliant at protecting the exterior from dents and scratches. Love the great range of
designs and colours. The plastic lid cracks very easily but the mouthpiece works find without it. Great to
use an environmentally friendly product on a daily basis with our kids - and me!
We bought a bottle for our first child, a couple of years later we bought one for our second child. Both are
still going strong and we recently bought two more - one for daycare/school and the other for home. They
have never leaked (in bed, in the car, on the couch) and keep drinks remarkably cold for a very long time.
We had to buy one more lid - only because my daughter decided she would chew the mouth piece considering the workout she gave the mouth piece, it was amazing it lasted for nearly three years! The
cups look awesome. When I have contacted them, their customer service has been excellent. I would
highly recommend these products - I know I will be back for the next size up and the adult bottles soon. In
regards to drink bottles, I would never buy anything else - the quality of the bottle, their ability to keep
drinks cold for very long periods of time even in the hottest of conditions and their durability. Very happy.
Both the kids use these bottles - they are double layered so keep cold/hot longer. Better than plastic to
drink out of and longer lasting. Also bought the cups last year to keep in the car. Highly recommend.
My kids have been using these bottles for a few months now, and they are fabulous! Easy for the toddler
to use, hardy enough for the pre-schooler; after years of trying to find a successful drinking solution, I am
absolutely thrilled to have discovered these wonderful bottles.
I would not hesitate recommending these to my family and friends. Great quality product that is also
environmentally friendly. You'll love them!!!

ecococoon Customer Reviews
Customer

Date

Lish Fejer

Sep-13

Ali W

Jul-13

Michelle B

Jul-13

Review
I've been using these bottles and cups for 3 years now and I love them. I love that they are stainless steel
and don't make the drink taste like metal, love that they don't leak and make great bed-time water bottles,
love how funky they are, love how they stay cool in the heat, love how they don't dent unless really
dropped hard (I find this amazing after having a Sigg bottle dent constantly) and love the design. I also
have a big persons bottle and it is so nice to drink out of with it's double walled bottle neck (you have to try
it to know what I mean). I also love the cups - great colours and designs and my kids love them. Only
problem you can't put them in the dishwasher but really ... too quick to wash up. I give these as presents
and think they are just the best. Definitely worth the spend.
Am looking forward to receiving my bottles - they were recommended by a friend of mine. She's bought
many sorts over the years for her kids and says "these are by far the best!" (and another mutual friend
who has 3 kids said the same!).
Would just like to say a big thank you. Such an easy ordering system, next day delivery (before funds had
been completely cleared from my bank) and an excellent product. Will definitely be recommending you to
my friends. And your free bottle covers just put the icing on the cake. THANK YOU!!! :)

Jun-13

We're in Canada and I searched everywhere for insulated, stainless steel bottles that wouldn't leak when
my daughters started school. We tried different brands, but some had straws that were too hard to clean
or else they leaked. My twin girls, my husband and I all fell in love with your bottles that we now own 12
ecococoon bottles! My daughters take 2 bottles each to school every day: one for milk and one for
water. The new designs are adorable! Thanks again for your help!

Michelle N

May-13

I so love my new water bottles which arrived today. The colours are awesome. One is for myself and the
other 2 are birthday presents and I'm sure my friends are going to love them. Now my husband wants
one! I told him that he will have to wait for my next order! I will definitely purchase more of your products
due to the fact that the quality is excellent and the colours are fantastic. I like the look of the cups too so
they may be my next purchase (along with hubby's bottle). Will be good to use when having a BBQ or a
picnic and I do like to colour coordinate!

Monique

Apr-13

Millie

Apr-13

Karen L

I bought 4 of the stainless steel cups to try to get away from plastic. They are great!! Nice size and healthy!
The stainless steel cups are great for any child to use and to use anywhere! I love that my daughter can
drop them and they don't break. I have a spent a lot of money on other cups that seem to only last a few
weeks. I bought some for camping and some for home. A must buy!

ecococoon Customer Reviews
Customer

Date

Z Tallis

Nov-12

Vicki Summers

Nov-12

Suzanne Evans-Booth

Nov-12

Leonie Collis

Nov-12

C Myers

L Adams

Nov-12

Nov-12

Review
I would like to say thank you for your insulated bottles with the leak proof cap. My husband has 2 – one for
golf, gym and the office and the other one on his bedside table. His day and night drink bottles! He is a
huge fan.
I have one of these (ecococoon bottles) for my Mr3. Santa brought it at Christmas and it has copped an
absolute flogging. It goes everywhere and it's a battle to get it offs him to wash it up. It keeps cold all day
in summer, it has dents all over it and he has chewed and chewed the spout and it still does not leak. I
love this and have recently purchased a smaller one for my 12 month old and he loves it just as much.
They are so hardy, drip proof (yes they take them to bed) and easy to clean. Can not recommend them
highly enough, well worth the money and more.
I wanted to write to you to give some feedback regarding your water bottle and covers. I bought an
ecococoon water bottle and one of the cuddlers earlier this year. My son loves the bottle and I do love the
no leak cap. It's great. Thanks for a great innovative product.
Hi Ecococoon, I really love your product. I feel like I have finally found the Holy Grail of water bottles. My
kids love them, I love them. We take them everywhere we go. Thankyou!
ecococoon - I am writing to say thank you for producing such a wonderful bottle. My children take them to
school and place them on their school desk. The fact that there are no pools of water on their desks, they
are leak proof in their bags, and they are easy to drink from is outstanding. They always ask to take their
ecococoon bottles on outings. I have found that my kids drink more water because they have a cool drink
all day. Thank you once again – we are hooked!
My daughters (ages 3 and 5.5 years old) love their new ecocooon water bottles. The pink and purple
colours are fun, the girls have decorated them with waterproof stickers making their own custom designs.
I want to tell you how well the double wall insulation works on the bottles! We were headed to a local lake
for a picnic. I filled the ecococoon bottle with ice and then the rest of the way with water. The next day, I
went to refill the bottles and found that there were still ice cubes in the bottom of the bottle! Isn't that great,
on a warm summers day the ecococoon bottles kept ice frozen for over 24 hours. We will be purchasing
more ecococoon bottles, this time I want one!

